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RAAHI

Hoi and Namaste!
Happy Diwali to one and
all!
This month, we want to
incorporate feedback to
our newsletter in a way
that is convenient and
easy for everyone.
You can evaluate our
newsletter by clicking
on this link, which will
be henceforth located at
the bottom right of the
newsletter.
Thank you for reading this
month’s Raahi!
Regards,
Board of GISA

Edited by Advay Jain
Designed by Ruhi Mahadeshwar

Ways Diwali is celebrated in South Asia
Diwali is celebrated vibrantly in several South Asian
countries, such as Myanmar, Cambodia, Indonesia, and
Thailand, among others. In the following article, we look at
three places where this festival is celebrated differently.

Diwali inThailand
In Thailand, the ‘Glory of Rama,’ is the national epic. Thai
literature heavily reflects the influence of the Ramayana,
although its themes pour into dance and music as well.
Vayang is Thailand’s shadow puppetry, and portrays the
themes of the Ramayana.

Diwali in Indonesia
In Indonesia, the Hindu kingdom of Majapahit of the 13th
Century left a sizable imprint on its culture and landscape.
Throughout the islands of Indonesia, temples of Vishnu
and Shiva are scattered, inscribed with Sanskrit names
from the Mahabharata and Ramayana. Additionally, the
entirety of the Ramayana is carved into the Prambanan
temple, showcasing the epic from start to beginning.
Despite having one of the largest Muslim populations in the
world, the country enthusiastically celebrates Diwali every
year, with the island of Java boasting a syncretism that
folds a storied cultural legacy into their religious affiliation
seamlessly. The ‘Ramayana ballet’, a particularly Javanese
phenomenon, is a slow, purposeful dance, which has been
presented continuously since its inception in 1961 at the
Prambanan temple. The dance has been performed for
every full moon night for the last 59 years, making it the
longest continuously staged dance in the world.

Recipe of the
Month
Shankarpali

Ingredients:
☐ 1 1/2 cups maida (all
purpose flour)
☐ 1/2 cup sooji (semolina)
☐ 1/2 cup powdered sugar
☐ 1 pinch salt
☐ 1/3 cup milk or as required
☐ 1/2 tsp vanilla extract
(optional)
☐ 2 tbsp ghee or oil for frying
☐ shankarpali and 3 tbsp ghee
or oil for baking shankarpali
Method:
1. First sieve the flour with salt.
Then add powdered sugar.
2. Add the oil to the flour-semolinasugar mixture till a breadcrumb
consistency forms. Add each tbsp of
the warm milk in intervals, kneading
in between to form tight dough.
3. Cover and keep aside for half an
hour. Heat oil for deep frying in a
pan.

Diwali in Nepal
In Nepal, Diwali, or Tihar, as it
is known there, is celebrated
differently from its southern
neighbours. For one, the locals
partaking in the five-day festival
worship Lord Yama, the God of
death. The second day is known
as Kukur Tihar, when the staunch
bond between dogs and humans is
celebrated. According to a legend,
the Pandavas climb the Himalayas
in ascension to heaven along with
a dog. Indra, the God of Gods, insists that Yudhishthira
must leave his dog behind to make it to heaven, a condition
he refuses. His precious bond with his dog impresses
Indra, who allows both Yudhishthira and his dog passage
to heaven. On Kukur Tihar, dogs are celebrated as the
portal between life and death, and are garlanded and
offered meat, milk, and dog food. More importantly, dogs
are treated well by the community the year round. Animal
rights activists in Mexico have also started celebrating
the festival, inspired by the humane treatment of dogs
catalysed by the festival of Kukur Tihar.

4. Divide the dough in half,
rolling one part out into a disc of
6-7 inches in diameter. Cut into
diamond, rectangular, or square
shaped slices and drop into the pan.
5. Fry till golden and drain fried
shankarpali on paper napkins. Dust
with powdered sugar (optional).
Repeat the process with the other
dough half.
You may serve hot, or let them cool
and store in an air-tight container
for an ever-ready snack of crispy,
flaky goodness!
Post your dish pictures on social
media using #cookwithgisa to be
featured!

Diwali in India
Back in India, the tiny, 300-strong village of Paraswadi
celebrates Ravan as their spiritual leader. They have denied
their belief in Hinduism, instead worshipping totems
and practicing animism, which emphasises the relation
between environment and human beings. On Dussehra, the
Gondi people carry images of Ravan riding an elephant in
procession, and protest the burning of effigies of Ravana, as
is common in mainstream culture. For the 3 million strong
Gonds throughout India, difficulties abound in getting
education, jobs, and maintaining their tribal beliefs in a
modern age largely ignorant of their beliefs.

Finding a refuge behind the lens
By Satchit Chatterji, BSc Artificial Intelligence

Sitting alone in a room seems to be quite the
norm now during quarantine. A hush has fallen
over the city which, last year, seemed to buzz
with life regardless of the hour on the clock.
Even though it seems like there’s nothing to do
in town, there is in fact a whole treasure trove of
hidden gems around Groningen that might take
a little exploration to find.
I love how the city has managed to amalgamate
itself so freely with nature, be it in the fairly
sizeable Noorderplantsoen, to the Lilliputian
curb-side mini-ecosystems bordering the streets
– there’s still a lot of life humming around that
you’ll come across, and are, more often than not,
usually quite photogenic. Coming from a place
like Mumbai, it’s strange to think that the edge
of the city is 10 minutes by bike to the centre.
Up right behind the Zernike campus there are
green fields as far as the eye can see, generally
farmland and pastures.
I often bike there and stop at the edge of a
field, looking on at a family of horses peacefully
grazing, or ships slowly passing by in the canal,

or sheep being herded into a barn to rest for
the evening. Especially now, in fall, when the
scene outside is turning charming shades of red
and gold, just going for a walk is really all I need
to centre myself after working for what seems
like the whole day. Soon, the mornings will frost
over, which, to an Indian may be jarring at first,
but beauty can be seen in that too, once you get
used to it. Of course, when the world opens up
again, whenever it does, I think we’ll be more
mindful to cherish our time with those close
to us. Digital photography is a gift, a tool that
allows you to record these memories from your
own point of view.
When it comes to photography, I’m no
professional by any measure. While I do own a
DSLR, some of my favourite photos have been
taken with just my phone. I believe that’s all
you need to take a good photograph. As Ansel
Adams expressed, ‘The single most important
component of a camera is the twelve inches
behind it!’ So if you need something to do
safely during the lockdown, I would definitely
recommend giving photography a shot.

A first-year’s experience with remote learning
By Hitesh Chavan, BSc Econometrics and Operations Research

From the confines and comforts of my cozy
room, still in India, I report the glorious start
to the “Next Big Step” in my adulthood.

But for now, as this vortex of a virus engulfs
our lives, changing life as we know it forever,
even the pessimists are crying out for hope.

It has been one heck of a ride already, and I
haven’t set foot in Groningen yet! The work
never stops and time flies by faster than ever.
Despite all this, I enjoy the challenge (or at
least I tell myself that XD) as I try to handle
this never-ending cycle of unpredictability.

Depression, anxiety, isolation, tragedy and
travesty plague us all, for some a lot more
than others. Although these hard times have
caused enormous disruptions, it might just
be the “RESET” we all needed. “At what
cost?!” you may ask, and I can do nothing
but think of the millions whose lives have
been permanently altered.

Honestly though, this pandemic has been
sweeter (personally) than imaginable. As I
cherish these moments being pampered by
my parents, I look to do a lot more when I
finally move to Groningen.

As these hard times pass by, working ahead,
in the hopes of undoing this mess, can be
the drive we need to achieve Kaizen finally.

Short Read of the Month
In discussing what to include and exclude in this month’s Raahi, we came to this conclusion
unanimously: we want to include the opinions, stories, and personal motivations of Indians
in Groningen.
We’ve realised that we need to connect with our members better, and hence be more
relevant for those who read our newsletter. You’ll see an emphasis on this in the coming
months, and if you want to contribute in any way whatsoever, as always, we would be willing
to publish your article.
This could be a rant, an op-ed, or even a joke that you think is side-splitting (we’re
especially fond of bad jokes, as you might have figured). The sky’s the limit here, even if it
happens to be a grumpy, cloudy one.
Stay safe,
Your loyal Board.
GISA

Your feedback on the newsletter
would help us improve its quality
immeasurably! You can send us your
thoughts here!

